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Yesterday on campus students were 
shown a photograph of SJSU President 
John Bunzel and were asked if they had 
ever seen him before. 
If they 
didn't
 know who he was, they 
were told and asked some questions
 
concerning the 
job  he is doing and his 
image on campus as well as how 
his  
image  can be 
improved.
 Below are the 











who  he is. 
No,  I've 
never seen him
 before. I 












 he has a lot
 of pressure 
on him. His 
image can be 
improved if 
he would get 
out, talk 
to the student
 body and get
 a 
better




 where he's 





Bunzel. No I've never seen 
him before. I'm completely 
indifferent 
as to the job he 
is doing because I don't 
know what his responsibilities are. 
"I think he is distant from the 
students.
 He could 
improve
 his image 
by just making 
himself more seen on 
campus 









No,  I've never seen 
him before. 
He's doing an all right 
job, 
Sheryl  Siminoff 
he brought us the Spartan 
Pub.
 
"There are a lot of people who don't 
like what he's 
doing  and don't know who 
he is. I think he 
could  improve his 





participating more with the students." 
Jim Wyatt, senior, 
engineering: 
That's Bunzel. I've just seen him in 
the paper and at the 
San Diego State 





job, better than most people think. 
"His image isn't too good and I think 
it could be improved if he gave in more 
to demands made by students." 
Walk campus 
Yvonne Anderl, freshman, accounting: 
"I don't know who he is and I've 
never seen him 
before. It seems like 
he's doing an okay job, everything 
seems pretty organized. 
"I don't know
 about his image but it 
probably could be improved if he would 
walk around campus, introduce 
himself 
to people and express his ideas and get 
their ideas on  how to improve the 
campus." 
Arminda
 Renteria, sophomore, Spanish 
language major: 
"That's John Bunzel. I've never seen 
him in person before. I think he is doing 
an adequate job. He has an image of 
authority and he does not
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member  short 
By Heidi Van Zant 
Five Economics Department faculty 
members have refused to serve on the 
department's personnel committee in a 
recent 
election
 held to fill one 
vacant 
seat. 
Dr. Donald Game! said he refused to 
serve because
 the committee






 he said, "I 
would  have 
little
 or no influence." 
"The committee 
is totally disen-





-member  committee 
has 
three 




 This was a 
condition for ref 
ranchisement after the 
department






 a personnel committee 
is 
composed  of all tenured 
















 on the 
committee,  
>aid 
being  short one 
member  will not 
)ffect the 
committee.  
"We've  operated 
successfully  since 
September,  1975. 
We've  adjusted to 
it; 
most of the 
work is done,"



















election  was 
held 







chairman and a non -voting member
 of 
the committee, said he 
will  not call for a 
third election this 
semester. Willis said 
the committee will 
stand  as it is, one 
member short. 
Dr. Marvin Lee, an 
economics 
professor who
 declined nomination, 




"The people serving 
on
 it have no 
business being 
there. The committee is 
so stacked 
it doesn't matter 
who's 
there," he said. 
"President Bunzel is pretending the 
committee is 
legitimate,  which it isn't. 




that  he served on the 
committee for at least six 







 James Willis, 
department  
chairman,





 President John 
Bunzel
 tells 





Dr. Turley Mings said he too had 
served on the 
personnel  committee for 
many years but would not serve on the 
present committee. 
"I felt I served faithfully and put in 
an enormous
 amount of time," he said. 
"I feel some of us who made a sincere 
effort got slapped in 
the face." 
Mings was serving on the committee 
when President John 
Bunzel took away 
its rights 
because
 of faculty 
conflicts  
within
 the department. 
Dr. Martin Primack 
said new faculty 
members have 
been  brought into the 
department
 in the last two 
years  to shift 
the




 voted for 
three  
people 
who  would support 
the ad-
ministration
 and room 
















 up being 
the  token 
member  of the 
committee." 
He 
added  that 
the  
committee








































































Mary  Vitakis 
President




 Academic Senate 
Monday con-
cerning  the 












 he had been 
chosen as chairman of the presidents' 
committee to draft 
layoff procedures 
for presentation to the California
 State 
University and Colleges (CSUC) Board 
of Trustees
 at their May meeting. 
The 
presidents'  committee consists 
of
 





plementation  for the 
amendment. 
", didn't seek 
or anticipate it. 
I've 
been asked
 to do it and

















 in which 














 this resolution 
was not the 







 president of the
 
United Professors
 of California 
local 
( UPC), 




wasn't  substantially 
different
 from the Ritchie
 resolution. 
Lee said the 








importance  of tenure 
and 
could pit 







the  UPC 
unanimously  
















also  asked 










criteria  and 
urged  all to 
j9in
 in trying 
to




 said he 
had  not 
made










improved  by 













 senior, nursing: 
"I 
don't  know who 
he
 is and I've 
never seen him 
before  in person. I'd 
say  
he's doing an 
okay job but I 
haven't  
kept up so! don't know. From what I've
 
heard, most students think he's doing a 
poor job. 
"I think he is kind of remote and 
removed from the students. I think he 
could  improve his image by meeting 
with
 student groups like the 
student
 
council so that they 
can  discuss their 
problems with






"That's Bunzel. I 
saw  him one time 
when he first
 came here when
 he was 
giving a speech. I 
really  don't know 
what kind of a 
job he is doing; he 
seemed to get good ratings
 when he 
first came here. 
"I 
thought everybody liked him 
before 
but!
 don't know now. I 
think his 
image could 
be improved if he got 
outs
 








By Jim Jones 
Academic Vice President
 Hobert 
Burns told the 
Academic  Senate 
Monday  that faculty consultation will 
be sought before a new Occupational 
Therapy Department
 chairperson is 
appointed. 
He also assured
 the senate no new 
chairperson would be appointed over 
the objections 
of the faculty. 
Burns said 
Dean  Stanley Burnham 
of 
the School of Applied
 Sciences and Arts 
followed 
university  policy to the 
letter
 
in his removal of Dr. 
Diana Burnell, but 
he shouldn't have
 ignored the tradition 
of 
faculty consultation in such 
matters. 
"The mores of this 
university  require 
faculty 
consultation,"  he said. 












 of the Special 
Education
 Department. He added he 
and Burnham would meet
 with the 
department faculty 
this week to discuss 
possible new nominees. 
Burns said the
 failure to consult 
department
 faculty in the removal of 
Burnell was the 
responsibility  of 
himself and 
Burnham.  
He said President John Bunzel told 
them to 
consult
 with faculty on the 
matter twice 
last
 semester, but they 
had failed to do so each time, 
Burns said the matter
 of Burnell's 
removal
 came up 
last
 October when 
Burnham told him 
the Occupational 
Therapy 
Department  needed a 
new 
chairperson  to solve its 
problems. 
Most of the department's
 problems 
preceded 
Burnell's  appointment 
in 
January,




 couldn't get all 
the funds it 
needed  and didn't have 
enough  faculty to deal with 
the number 
of students 
who wanted to enroll in 
the 
program. 
A cut of .67 of a faculty 
position in the 
department's  nine-member 
faculty last 
fall was "the 
straw  that broke the 
camel's 




 was only 





When Burns and 
Burnham  brought 
the matter 
to  Bunzel, 
Burns  said, 
Bunzel recommended
 they hold any 
action until 





Bunzel  also told 







chairpersons,  and 
"opinion leaders,"
 
but  they failed 
to do so, Burns 
said. 
When  Burnham 
received  the second 
draft of 
Burnell's
 report in 
December, 
Burns 

































to her and 









 he said, but 
Burnell  again 
declined  
to resign




 matter. After 
meeting with 
Bunzel,  Burns 





















 from all those
 concerned. 
He said if some 
are  not consulted, 
in-
formation 
vital  to a good 
decision  may 
be 
ignored. 
"It won't happen again," Bums said. 
"First, the senate 
will  pass a resolution 
that closes the door. Second,












A meeting was held 
Monday  night at 
the home of SJSU student Dennis 
Driver to discuss the 
possible formation 
of a new "progressive" political party 
on campus. 
If formed, the party will challenge 
the USP (United Students Party) in the 
upcoming  A.S. elections. 
The meeting was 
attended by about 
20 persons, including A.S. coun-
cilmembers 
Trish McGraw, Kim 
Baskett 
and Jesie Cadieux; 
Coors  




Gonzales;  Maria Fuentes, 
former  candidate for AS. President 
and spokesmen for 
the YSA ( Young 
Socialist 








According  to 
student  Jim 


































 by a 
majority of 
those people 
present.  The 
spokesman  for the 




 the vote. 
The YSA 
spokesman  said he 
could  not 
vote on a 
definite name





 issues had 
been 
discussed. 
A general dissatisfaction with the 
effectiveness
 of student government 
at 
SJSU, in particular the AS. council, 
was evident at 
Monday  night's meeting. 
According 
to Driver, there is a need
 
to 
add meaning to what 
student  
government is and to 
bring  it back to 
the students. 
"We should not think of education as 
a privilege,
 but as a right,"
 he said. 
McGraw said 
the  disunity of 
the 
present A.S.
 council is a 
major  cause of 
the 






people  sit down for four hours 
and 
bicker,  that's 
wrong,"
 she said. 
More groups associated with the 
council would make for better student 
representation than just the two groups 




the  UFW said 
he
 
sees school as 


















Although specific issues such as 
disarming the 
campus  police, the Coors 
beer boycott and funding priorities 
were 
discussed,  the main thrust of the 
meeting, 
according
 to Driver, 
was  
finding a common ground that all of the 
groups represented could work from. 
Gonzales said  it would be safe to 
assume  that those present were 
"working to some common goal." 
Weather
 
High today in the 
mod -60's, low 
tonight in the mid to 
upper 30's. 
Chance of patchy



































































































































































































































































































form  of 
a survey
 should 



































 that in 
some  cases 
part-
time 
















situation  to 
others 































In other words, if a student has six 
units, a job, a family and 
can't find time 
to utilize the A.S. servicesit's  too bad.
 
Rico's 
rationale  is wise politically, 
preferring to 
offend  the smaller 
number of part-time 
students  than the 
larger, more vocal group of full-time 
students. 
No
 consideration was given to the 
possibility that part-time students 
actually use A.S. 




 Bunzel should con-
sider the hasty 
thoughtlessness of the 
council before he approves the fee 
increase and passes 
it on to Chancellor 
Glenn 
















By Stephen Malta 
There 
must  be a 
reason  why 
SJSU 
only used 55 


















to lie in the 
requirements  for 
promotion,  which 
state 















 contributions and 
activity. 
While the individual
 departments on 
campus 
submitted






only 36 were accepted
 for promotion. 
The main 
reason  for rejection in most 
cases was
 lack of "scholarly 
or creative 






than any other by the administration to 
the point of disregarding the other two. 
President John 
Bunzel  said last year 
that he didn't want 
SJSU  to be a 




creative  work clause to 
achieve his goal. 
This  would be fine









when  our 
instructors  
must
 teach 12 
units as opposed to six at Berkeley, it is 
ridiculous to expect much in the way of 
outside  creative work. 
I don't blame Bunzel for trying to 
upgrade the quality of education at 
SJSU. 
But if he is to expect the kind of 
quality that Berkeley has come to take 
for granted, the faculty must be given 
more free time for outside research. 
It may not be feasible for a state 
university to allow its instructors such 
a small schedule. In 
this case, the 
scholarly or 
creative  work clause 
should not be weighed as heavily at 
effectiveness as an instructor. 
If the administration would decide its 
priorities, then perhaps SJSU in-
structors would get a fair chance
 at a 
promotion. 





as integral a part 
of  the life 
cycle  as birth. 
Yet,
 there are many 
people who 
refuse to accept this fact. 
There  are many in 
this country who 
claim 





 on demand. 
Yet, many of these
 same people, 
especially 
Catholics,
 oppose a right to 
death.
 
These  people usually 
invoke  the 
theological argument that 
only the 
Almighty has 
the  right to take life since 
He created life. 
Precisely.  
If a fetus has a right to life, the
 same 
point is applicable 
for a human being to 
have a right to death. 
Through science and 
technology,  life-
sustaining 





resist the will of the Almighty. 
I have no particular 





machines. If one chooses to 
employ a 
machine to sustain life, that is one's 
own decision. 
But for a group of people to oppose 
artificial means of birth control and 
abortion and yet be in favor of artificial 
life  control, seems inconsistent and 
illogical. 




employment  of the life -
sustaining  machines. 
This can occur
 in two ways. 
Either the person
 is unconscious 
when a 
decision  has to 
be
 made and he 
regains 





 life, when 
'76 





response to Jim Jones'
 comment 
lamenting  the travesties of the 
bicentennial 
hucksterism  last Tuesday, 
I must ask what could 
be
 more 
American than to sell, sell, sell? 
Americans
 have hucksterized every 
holiday from the grandest of 
all
Christmasto St. Patrick's Day. 
Certainly the 
bicentennial has 
brought out the bestor 
worst, 





















































































whatever true spiritual holiday ob-
servation exists. I think the advertising 
hucksterism so 
much a part of 
American holidays has indeed become 








yours  to 
buy and enjoy, all
 the way from 
bicentennial







all let things go 
on the way 








switch off the 
next Shell 




about  whether 
the idea of 
-liberty
 and justice











 didn't want 





 decision to use a 
machine 
when the person
 is unconscious and 
there is no hope of 




 the apparatus after the 
fact leaves the doctor open 
to
 a 
malpractice charge and possible ex-
pulsion from his profession. 
In the first problem, if the person 
decides to have the machine removed, 




 someone "alive" when 
there is no hope of that person ever 
regaining consciousness is barbaric. 
It seems we have reached the 
dilemma that Dostoevsky wrote about 
in "The Dream Of A 
Ridiculous  Man." 
"But we have science and with its aid 
we shall again discover truth, though 
we shall accept 
it only when we per-
ceive it 











 Measure A 
By Nick Chinn 
Thousands  of people 
who currently 
use 
the  county's 
transit  system 
will be 
stranded if the 







 fairly clear-cut. 
Without 
the $89 
million  in taxes 
raised
 in the 
next five 




 will die next 
summer, if 
not then,
 by the end 
of
 this year. 
Regulations 
require that the county 
supply 
matching  funds in 
order to 
receive
 state money 









the  county 
from
 the state 
will be 
withdrawn 
if Measure A 
fails. 
Bus 
service  is low 
by necessity. 
Because of street 





stops, speed cannot be increased. 
However,
 if the tax raise succeeds, 
the present bus system will be more 
than doubled. 
This  means shorter waits at bus 
stops, 
increased arterial service and 
new peripheral area service. 
There are no feasible alternatives to 
expanding the bus system and to delay 
any further would 
surely  mean the 
death of county transit. 
No other urban mass transit system 
can give the 
convenience and low cost 
of a bus. A light -rail 
system
 cannot drop 
you off close to  home and work. 
A bicycle is useless for a 25-mile daily 
commute and it won't hold the bags of 




 citizens obviously 
can't handle a bicycle in city 
traffic.  
More  cars will be forced into use if 
the bus system fails and there's hardly 
a need to point out the 
dangers  there. 
Santa Clara County should pass 
Measure A on March 2. If there's no 
tax, there will be no buses and an even 
















 If I could
 cash in a 
day  pass 
everytime I 
heard  someone 
who doesn't 
use the 
Santa  Clara 
County  transit 
system
 criticize it,
















 down the 
March 
2 half-cent sales
 tax until the 
county


































































people could take advantage of it. 
Commuters would be able to 
get to 
work in the
 time it takes to drive 
and  




What kind of 
derogatory remark is 
Sally 
Wolfe  trying to make in her 





us eat Chinese food and 
don't  forget what it's about two 
hours  
later. Maybe she's 
just not eating the 
right 
kind of Chinese food.
 
Please let's not 
have stereotypes 
thrown




see the half -cent sales tax as a 
needed stop-gap 
measure until light rail 
public transportation becomes a reality 
as it is 
back east. 
Even when trains
 becomes available, 
many 
of us will need to ride 
buses  to the 
stations, so they
 won't be wasted. 
As a daily bus rider, I say vote yes for 
the half-cent sales tax March
 2 and give 








The Spartan Daily encourages 
our 
comments  regarding 
editorials,  comments,
 news 
stories or anything that might be 
an 
your  mind. Best -read 
letters 
are short t250
 words or less) and 
to 
the  point. 






















style  or libel. 

































































































































































Students and residents of 
the campus community don't 
have to go to Hollywood to 
see the starsor 








196 A and B) 
and  free public 
























Dr.  Walter 
Wyckoff 
of the Physics 
Department. With 
the help of 
a 10 -inch 
Cassegrain  





 invites anyone to 
the Monday
 observations "to 
get up 
there  and see what's 
Planets clear 
Once a week the telescope 
is pointed at whatever 
is
 
interesting in the 
sky  that 
night. 












The use of the telescope is 
subject to the 
weather.  
A rare event 
was  seen in 
the sky 
that
 night. A 
shadowy image appeared 
close to the disc of Jupiter, 
which turned out to be one 
of 
the 
planet's  moons coming 
up. Another
 six months will 
pass before this can be seen 
again, Wyckoff explained. 
Fran Shaw, art freshman, 
her husband Troy, Alan 
Johnson, business senior, 




 to do some star-
gazing
 last Monday evening. 
The  group viewed the 
Alps  
and Alpine Valley 
as
 well as 
craters on the moon. 
Mars, usually red
 and very 
small, is not 
spectacular  in 
the










star  gazing on 
Wednesday  








 class we actually 
go up to the telescope and 
use it. We learn the con-




 class out 
of their own interest. It 
compliments other majors, 
Wyckoff explained. Future 
astronomers are not the 
only
 
people in the class.
 
"I like the class
 because 
astronomy 
is a very 
in-
teresting 
field of study," 
David  Hawk, math 
senior, 
said. 
The  observation 
was  lure 




"I took the 
class  mainly 
because 
I wanted to 
look  




emphasis  is placed 
on instruments. The 
telescope, the
 spectroscope 





The Sex Education 
and 
Counseling 











The center acts 
as a 
referral service
 that places 
students  


































problem  by 
talking 





























































Six dead pigeons have 
been found 
around  the 
campus area, apparently the 
victims of poisoning. 
The first pigeon




































 daily by San 
Jose 
State 
University,  except 




during  the 
college
 year 













Department  of 







cepted  only 
on a 
remainder  of 























across from Robert's Book 
Store. 
Dr. Thomas Balgooyen of 
the SJSU Biology 
Depart-
ment said he suspected the 
birds had been poisoned, 
however he couldn't be sure 
without an autopsy. 





autopsy could be performed. 
Byron Bollinger, 
superintendent of the 
buildings and grounds, said 
after the trouble he got a 
couple of years ago 
when  he 
tried  to wash the swallows' 
nests from the trees around 
campus, he's not about to 
touch the pigeons. 
A 
spokesman  for the City 
Health Department echoed 
Bollinger's feelings, stating, 
"We wouldn't 
touch  them, 

















































































 of the 
service 
is that the counselors 
do 







 they should or 






"We tell students that as 
long as no one is actually 
harmed, whatever
 they feel 
comfortable with
 is right for 







 primary problem 



















unless a student 
requests it. 
Schumacher
 reported the 
most 
























 that they aren't 
having




































Allan Johnson scans the 
final  frontier joined by jacketed 
Dr. Walter Wyckoff. 




 the lab and 
observations  are the main 
function of 
the half lecture -













 Observatory are 
planned 
for later in 
the 
semester. 
The students will also be 
grinding out
 their own 
telescope mirror. This 
process will teach how an 
amateur telescope-maker 
makes  a mirror, Wyckoff 
noted.  
"This
 class is 









"I like it (the class) and 
wish it 
wouldn't rain. The 
school is 
finding
 use for their 
telescope," 





 in astronomy 
classes has gone 
up, ac-
cording to Wyckoff. He at-
tributes this increase to the 
space 
program







 Ec Club 
sponsors  a 
"Get 
Acquainted  Luncheon" 
from noon to 2 p.m. today in 




 is 81 per 
person, or 







 Home Ec 
majors, 











 p.m. Feb. 
18
























1 to 3 p.m.
 Wed-
nesdays for 
prayer  and 
fellowship












Room.  Both 
majors  and 
minors  can 




















Epsilon  holds 
an 
appraisal















San Jose State 
University 
"Celebrate 













































Management) meets 7 p.m. 
Thursday at The Velvet 
Coach,
 610 Coleman Ave. All 
business students are 
welcome. Beer, wine and 
mixed drinks will be served 
at discount prices. 
I..  
"Birth Without Violence," 
based on a book by French 
obstetrician
 Dr. LeBoyer, 
will be shown 10 a.m.
 
Thursday at the 
Newman 
Center on S. Fifth Street. 
Special guest Judy Fancher 
will 
present slides of births 
showing LeBoyer's method. 












Poets  Teach," 






 The program 
features
 poets, 
vocalists  and 
music makers





presentation  of 
Langston Hughes'
 "Dream 
Variations"  will 
also be 
shown free of 
charge. 











Death Valley during the 
spring break. April 12-16, 
under a one -unit program 
offered by the Biology 
Department. 
The course, "Field Studies 
in Death Valley," will offer 
students
 an opportunity to 




 by SJSU 
entemology, botany,
 




will  roam Dante's 
View, the 
central  valley and 
other areas of the desert 
wasteland. 
Half of 
each student's day 
will be spent studying with a 
professor, the other half in 






"We  want to give 
students  
an experience to 
supplement 
what they'd 
get in a 
classroom,"
 she said. 
"The 




Because of limited lodging 
facilities, only 170 students 
can participate in this 
year's  
trip.  
A $21 food 
and insurance 
fee
 is required in addition to 
a $46 
registration  fee. 
Scholarships  for the 
amount











March  24 
and
 25 from 1 
to 3 p.m. 














273 E. San Fernando 
Next to Peanuts 
295-7778 
Bring  this coupon,
 
loose sheets 81/2 x II, 
Offer expires Feb. 
29,  1975 
51-111.crs  
 Guy,. 




























































 take it 
easy
 in your 
budget 
and  give you 
the same uncom-
promising design







 of price. 
The
 11P-21  
Scientific.
 s125. 











latter in radians or 
degrees:  rectangular 














































 answer to 
repetitive  prob-
lems. Switch to 
PRGM  and enter the 
same keystrokes
 you would 
use  to solve 
the problem 
manually. Then switch to 
RUN  and 









and  quickly add 
















And you can do 

























 or restructuring be-
forehand. You see 
all  the intermediate 
data displayed;
 you rarely 
re-enter  data; 
you
 can easily 












fixed  decimal 
and 
scientific  notation 
and you can 
con-
trol the number 
of
 places displayed. The
 
HP-25 also 




power  of ten in 
multiples 
of
 ±3 for ease in working with 
many
 units of 
measure  
e.g.,
 kilo (1031, 
nano (10-9). etc. 
Come  in 
and








































 and John 
Cordono  (right) 
audition
 for "When You 














Each semester a group of 
Theatre Arts students
 and 
teachers  gather to par-






and  grinding. 
The process 
is auditioning, 
a facet of 
theatre
 that nearly 
everyone



































 even to 
be in 
charge of 






 a senior 
in theatre arts. 
Supervising








 "A lot of actors 
and  actresses 
hate  them 





starring  in 
this spring's 
production  of 
"And 
Baby





























Union  Gallery. 
Ipondomo,











































































































































Dance  to the
 Oldie 
But Goodie





































Charles Gabbani Gallery, 
196 W St. James St., has a 
painting exhibit by Bob Ross 
and Gordon 
Woo  continuing 
through 
Feb.  27. 
The exhibit
 is on display 6 
to 10 p.m.
 Monday through 
Friday. 
The San
 Jose Museum of 









hours  are 10 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. 
Tuesday
 through 
Saturday, and noon 
to 4 p.m. 
on Sunday. 
Born Gilberto




sent to the United 
States








"Why du I paint'?" 
repeated  Bob Ross when the 
question 
was put to him. 
"If why I painted could 
be
 
put into words, 
there  would 




Ross, a 22-year -old
 SJSU 
art
 senior, has a painting
 
exhibit, along with friend 
Gordon Woo, which 
runs  to 
Feb. 27 at 
the Charles 
Gabbani 
Gallery,  196 W. St. 
James St. 
"I like to do things 
graphically instead of 
verbally because I don't 
write very well," said Woo, 
26, also an SJSU art senior. 





Junior  College. 
They met in 
an art class at 
Bakersfield  in Spring 
of 1972. 
Woo 
came to SJSU first 
because 
he liked the 
Art 
Department.  Ross followed 
because, 
"SJSU has one of 
the best art 
departments in 
this
 part of the country." 
The exhibit came into 
being through a mutual
 
friend of Woo 
and  Charles 
Gabbani, the 
gallery  owner. 
The friend 
recommended  
Woo to Gabbani 
and the two 
got together 
to check out 
Woo's 
paintings. 
Gabbani wanted one more 
person in the 
exhibit,
 so he 
checked out 
Ross'  paintings 
on Woo's suggestion and said 
"okay." 
"We
 have to have shows to 
get 
anywhere,"  said Ross. 
"But we're 
certainly  not 
looking for a profit." 
"You have to be 
dedicated 
but



















 UP SPECIAL: 
A1_L BUGS
 & BUSSES 



























1713 ANGELA ST. No.1  
SAN JOSE 
to
 11111111h, firms S.J.S.U.) 
293.4619 call I'm Appointment 
Bellas  Artes, Cuernavaca. 
He has received awards for 
his  work in 
Mexico, 
Amsterdam, 
Holland  and 
San Francisco. 
Ipondomo's exhibit can be 
seen during
 the regular 
gallery  hours 
10:30  a.m. to 4 
p.m. Monday 
through  Friday 
and 
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Wed-




























 all the 
animosity?  
A recent 







You  Coming Back, 
Red 
Ryder?", 









they  were 


















else  audition, I 
usually  get 
more negative about my-
self," Atkins said. 
On two
 different days 




group  after group 
enacted
 















"You've got to visualize 
the scene, and concentrate 
on keeping your body 
going," Bryant advised.  
"Sometimes  when I'm up 
there, all I can think is why 
am I doing this?" she said. 
"It's tough on them," said 
Dr. Howard Burman, 
assistant professor of 
theatre arts, "but it's 
tougher on me." 











Often, Burman explained, 
characters have to be cast in 
relation to each other. 
"It's 
like piecing together a 
jigsaw puzzle." 
He said an actor's
 work 
habits and ability to 
cooperate with the rest of the 
cast, as well as "vocal, at-
titudinal, physical and facial 





























"It's  the 
only



























"I'll always get nervous if 
I'm not prepared," said 
Janie Allen, a graduate 




confident  are essen-
tial."  










 addition to 









moving  a table 
or
 chair or 
picking 
up a prop. 



























there  and 
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valid  at 
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Photos
 by Pay Laskowitz 
War, with lead 
guitarist  Howard Scott 
(left),
 rocks the crowd with
 "Why can't we be 
Friends?"
 from their new 
album.  
Lydia Pense and Cold 
Blood  (right) warm-up the 
sell out audience before 



















 of 8,000 
cheered, shouted, whistled, 
screamed, jumped and 
danced during 
War's  sell-out 
performance last weekend. 
War started the 
crowd  off 
with
 two, long instrumentals 




The audience really 
came 
alive as they played "Why 
Can't We Be Friends?" from 
their album 
of the same 
name.  
The lead singer passed his 
microphone along the first 





" 'Check Out Your Mind'
 is 
different from the general 
run of 'black' plays," said 
Willy Williams, the writer 
and director 
of this Black 
Theater Workshop 
production and former SJSU 
lecturer. "While the play 






By Therese Beaver 
Joe Ferrara, an SJSU 
music grad in 1973, hasn't 
reached the charts with any 
of his songs to date, but he is 
a constant hit with Bay Area 
audiences. 
Ferrara, who often has 
audiences clapping and 
singing
 along boisterously, 
has been playing guitar and 
singing in area clubs for 
eight years. 
"I've 
been making a living 
at it for three years," 
Ferrara said. "I really enjoy 
performing
 so! don't think of 
it 
as
 a job." 
Ferrara released an 
album in November con-




Two of the songs on the 


















 students helped 
him 
















happy with the way 
it's selling, considering 






 been sold at the 
clubs where he sings and at 
various record stores and 
music shops. 




way,  if it 
doesn't sell, they don't 
lose 
any money because they 
don't put out any. 
"If it does sell, they get 
their share and I get mine,"  
Ferrara said. 
"The hardest part is not 
producing the album, 





According to Ferrara, the 
best way to sell an album is 
to get a 
large record firm to 
promote and distribute it, 
because they 
have the 




However,  Ferrara said it's 





























































 Dailey Auditorium 
$1.00  
3:00
 7:00 10:00 
Next 
Week:  A Touch

















ihe leaml Pi ize 




 in 1951. Story of 
juvenile  
deliquents living
 on the outskirts of Mexico 
City.
 81 minutes. 


































company  to 
sponsor an 














 was good, but 
not 






will  sell 
quickly. They 










entertainer,  talks  about his new album. 











moter, distributor and ad-
vertiser," 
Ferrara  said. 
In addition to promoting 
his album, Ferrara performs 
five nights
 a week at five 
different local clubs: 
Tuesday at The Gazebo in 
Los Gatos; Wednesday at 
The Winery in Palo Alto; 
Friday at The Garret in 
Campbell; Saturday 
at the 
Boardwalk in Palo Alto; and 
Sunday at 
The Grog and 
Sirloin in Los Gatos. 
"The music I 
play at a live 
performance
 is geared 
toward 
the type of 
audien-
ce," he 
said.  "So I try to 
learn
 a few songs from
 every 
artist."  















"I ask the cinema to be a 
witness,




 which is to say all 
that
 is important in reality." 
Luis Bunuel 





Board  and New 
College,
 are being 
shown  




Olvidados"  (The Young 
and  
the Damned), winner
 of the 
Grand Prize for
 Direction at 
the 
Cannes  Festival 
in
 1951, 

















where  he worked as an 
assistant  to Jean 
Epstein 
from 1926 
to 1928. He found, 
"surrealism revealed that 
man cannot 
dispense  with 
the moral sense. 
"I believed in the total 
freedom of man, but 
I saw in 
surrealism 
a discipline to 







breaking  with 
surrealism,
 Bunuel spent a 
period of 










films for the army. 
He 
then  went to Mexico 









































 April 22, 
and "Belle de jour," showing 
May 6. 
Bunuel once said, "I have 
always followed my 
surrealist precept; 
the 
prostitution of art is not 



















On his conception of the 
cinema he 
has  said, "The 
cinema
 is a marvelous and 
dangerous weapon if it is in 
the hands 
of a free spirit. It is 
the best 
instrument  for 
expressing the world of 
dreams, emotions,
 instincts. 
It seems to 
have been in-
vented to 
express the life 
of
 
the subconscious whose roots 
lie at the 
heart  of poetry." 
For more information 
on 
the films in the 
Bunuel  series 
contact 






































Building  R 







Williams  uses two families 
to illustrate conflicts 
produced by 
changes hap-
pening in the black com-
munity. 
Most of 
the play's comedy 




household  a black 
college 
professor  struggles 
to 
communicate  with his old-
fashioned wife while 
next  
door a simple 
laborer has a 






Williams adds extra notes 
of 
comedy  to the play with 
characters such as the 
"whiz-kid," articulate
 son of 
the college
 professor and the 
overly
-hip "right -on" 
white  
minister. 
William's Black Theater 
Workshop was formed by 
SJSU students and was 
associated with the Theatre 
Arts Department until last 
spring when the group 
became an independent 
company.
 





from the Black Caucus, 
"Check Out Your Mind" has 
been completely financed by 
Williams and the Black 
Theater Workshop. 
"We have a number of 
very dedicated people,"
 said 
Williams, "who put a great 
deal of time and effort into 
this production." 




 "I have 
everything
 riding on this 
play," he said. 
"We  are getting a lot of 
moral support from 
our 
friends in the SJSU Drama 
Department," Williams  said 
about the 
workshop.  "We've 
also
 received the en-





 SJSU Student 
Ballroom last week, and will 
be presented
 at 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 12, 13, 15, 19, 20 and 21 at 
the Montgomery 
Theater. 
Tickets are available at 






Sound Record Stores 
row and had individuals join 
in 
the  chorus of the song. 
Visual effects were also 
part of their act. Films of the 
band in humorous situations 
and flashes of their latest 
album
 cover were shown on 
a large screen behind them. 
As the crowd clapped to 
one of their most popular 
songs, 
"Cisco  Kid," 
segments of an old
 Spanish 
movie flashed 
on the screen. 
With an energetic style, 
one of 
the drummers, 
surrounded by all types of 
drums, kept his 
arms 
moving constantly beating 
out a 
tune. 
Another highlight was the 
harmonica
 player, swaying 
and 
twisting his whole body 
as 
musical sounds came 
from his instrument. 
Cold Blood was the warm-
up act for War 
but  they did 
little 
warming  up. 
"I Get Off On You" and 
"Let Me Be the 
One,"  songs 




Pense and Cold 
Blood," 
contained  fair back-
up music but 
Lydia  Pense's 
'Ix 
voice was 
lost. What lyrics 
you






Pense was also 
a 
disappointment
 in her well-
known
 hit, "I Just 
Wanna  
Make 
Love to You." 
The 
audience felt her 
lack of 
emotion as the 
applause  was 
not equal to 
that






Brian Fox said, "This is by 
far one of the most 
peaceful 


























































PM 8, 10 PM 
The Spartan Foundation 
Proudly Presents 















in advance  $4.00 
S.J.S.U.,
 $5.00 General 
Public 
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 (AP) - 
Superior Court 
Judge  John 
Benson, 
in a brief hearing 
Tuesday, 
postponed
 for 24 
hours 




 the San Francisco
 






"Time is of 
the essence," 
he acknowledged, with the 
scheduled 
opening
 of spring 
training two weeks away. 
San 
Francisco  Mayor 
George Moscone said 
in an 
affidavit filed Monday that 
unnamed potential
 in-
vestors, willing to 
put up $2 
million each, wanted the 
Giants to 
divulge in-
formation  on players'
 
salaries 
before  making a 
firm offer for the
 franchise 
which 
they want to keep 
here. 
No request made 
"There has 
been  no 
request 
for that in-
formation," an attorney for 
the Giants,
 Richard Murray, 
told the judge yesterday 
adding 
that he's sure it 
would be 
made  available. 
The judge said he would 
give those 
possible buyers 24 
hours to decide whether to 
make a 
bid  for the National 
League franchise and that he 
wanted 
to know by noon 
today when he expects
 to 
rule in the case. 
The city seeks a 
preliminary
 injunction 
which would block the 
proposed  sale 
of
 the team 
and its transfer to Canada. 
Benson heard arguments 
last Tuesday. 
City Atty. Thomas 





























meeting in New 
York  could 
vote today 
on the proposed 
transfer  of the 
franchise. 
The judge 






Definite public interest 
"The court has
 recognized 
a very definite public in-
terest" in the efforts to keep 
the 
Giants
 in San Francisco, 
Benson said at the opening of 
yesterday's court session. 
But I cannot 
make a final 
judgement in the matter 
when all I have 
in front of me 
is 
speculative  comments." 
In other words, he was 
telling 





better have their money 
on 
the table by 
today. 












Stoneham and the team's 
board of 
directors  accepted 
the offer on Jan. 9 but a 
temporary restraining order 
obtained  by the city of San 
Francisco has held up 








 since 1919, 



















































































































 Rein -toad 
SJSU's hopes

























































































majoring  in 
physical
 

















6-4,  Pfister 

















 in dual 
Three members 
member. 




Whitlinger  of Stanford 





 by many college 
coaches as the top 
collegiate  
player in the nation this 
year, Pfister's




no doubt cripples the
 team 
but 
Krikorian  maintains, "It 
isn't a 






















play  our 
damndest."  
Spartans  
ranked  5th 
The


































have  to put 
out
 
110 per cent," 
Krikorian  
said. 
The Spartan mentor 
ex-
plained that the Pfister loss 
will entail a "move 
up
 of one 
notch by the rest of the team. 
Krikorian  indicated that the 
move  could 
shake-up  the 
continuity of the 
squad as the 
doubles
 teams will have to be 
re-shuffled 
to absorb the 
absence
 of Pfister. 
Joe 




































of the U.S. women's team contest
 spike attempt by SJSU's mixed -team 




The spike, dig, set, block 
and serve may become of-
ficial vocabulary of the SJSU 
sports scene in the next few 
months.
 
Volleyball has a chance of 
becoming  a fulltime sanc-
tioned  sport at SJSU 
following a recommendation 
of the promotion and 
scheduling committee to the 
Athletic Board that Dr. John 
Caine, Athletic Director, 
conduct a study of other 
collegiate 
volleyball  
programs in the state. 
"The main reason for the 
survey is to see where the 
schools are getting their 
money to finance the 







through a written 
r









































NAT'L MED BDS 
SAT












,211 LIS SlOD, 
es,eni








 Caine to 
the various 







survey is to 
see how smooth 











 first Northern 
California University to get 
sanctioning), 
Long  Beach 
State 







volleyball became a 





 the thirteenth 
sport which is supported by 
the  Athletic Department and 
would allow 






was  originally 
put 





 into the feasibility 
of the 
sanctioning  of 
volleyball  by 
members 
of the SJSU 
volleyball club 
which  now 
operates
 at about a $600 
per 
season diet. 

















































 Village  Ph 246 
1160
 





diagnosed as a cut 
throat,  
the sword blade barely 
missing  any vital organs in 
the neck. 
Michael was kept in the 
hospital




an infection occuring in the 
neck and lungs where excess 
air had been noticed.
 
"It was just like having a 
tracheotomy," said 
D'Asaro 
from his hospital bed on 
Monday.
 
"I've been hit in the neck 
before so the







The Athletic ticket office 
has announced prices for 
admittance  to SJSU sports 
events for the Spring 
semester. 
Prices for admittance to 
gymnastic, wrestling and 
track 
and field events are $1 
for students and $3 for 
adults. 
The price to be paid for 
viewing the men's basketball
 
team
 is $1 for students, $3 for 
adults and $7 for a family of 
four. 
The prices are the same
 




there  is no family 
plan. 
Baseball
 proves to be the 
lowest priced event at SJSU. 
In order to sit in the sunshine 
and watch fly balls and 
the 
like, it will 
cost $.50 for 
students and $1 for adults. 
The above 








I was walking to my 
office to clean up the blood 
on my neck I 
felt air coming 
through the wound. 
D'Asaro will not be able to 
resume teaching his classes 
until next Monday because 
he still has an 
open wound on 





 fencing a 
student with a 
defective epee 
weapon 
which broke when 
it 
struck D'Asaro in 
the chest. 
In fencing, the 
neck is one 
of the least 
protected  parts of 
the body,
 as the mask 
and a 
high mesh 
neckline  on the 
protective jacket








but  the 




















































 Feb. 20 at 
Spartan 
Gym) and U(' 
Berkeley will give 
Krikorian  
a 













































Kemper is interviewing 
at the Career 
Planning 
Center  on Thursday,
 





Open  to grads 
and graduating 
seniors.  Sign up before 
February 
19th at the Career
 Planning 
Center. 
EOE  AAP 
Maybe Jesus 
didn't die. 
Maybe  he 
just passed out on the cross, then 
woke  up in the tomb, pushed over 
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by IL -R twin 
sister
 Janie, Lori 
Hogen,









By Sue Trevarthen 
on Friday. I'll go 
all-around  on UC, Davis in 
the Spartan 
Both  the 
men's 




















 meet was 205-181.
 
travel to UC 
Berkeley  for a 
meets this past weekend. 
Nevada -Reno tough 
tri-meet with the Golden 
Men's gymnastic coach
 
The women fared no 
better  
Bears and the UCLA Bruins. 










University  of Nevada, Reno 
that 












 to be 
team. 
one 





























Spartan Laura Nichols 
Chew, 
who was 













 Yost took sixth. 












who  won the 
even 
managed




 bar event 
with
 a somebody
 in fourth place
 is In 







 a very good 
for basketball 
tomorrow  and 
Sharpe seconded
 the effort 
sign.  











-exercise  event 
with a Elite 
class, which is 




 of 8.95. 
above the 
Advanced  class, 
representatives
 of each 
Levine injured 
SJSU 
has not Elite 
girls.  soccer 
and basketball 
team.  
Marty Levine, the 
team's 
Results encouraging 
The soccer meeting 
will be 
third  all-around




















Linda  White 















the meet,  
meeting
 will be held 
in the 
Levine 
wasn't with us." 









lost  they did 






 a sore 
shoulder,  but 
Toth adds 
that, "It was 
good at 4 
p.m. 
because  Levine 
is out he had 
practice 
for  the girls 
to







 for the 
meet,  
front




held at 4 
p.m.
 on Feb. 
"I didn't 
know I was 
going 
Tonight  the 
women 


















schools)  at 
Sonoma  
reminded  



















Office  when 




B team will 
take the 









































































By Rial Cummings 
Carolyn Lewis, 
SJS1 
women's basketball coach, 




 thing to do. 
Bus  rides of 












But Lewis' philosophy is 
easier to understand when 
you realize that, unlike her 
male counterparts, she 
didn't recruit the 
players  on 
her team. The material was 
plopped in her lap, to be 
developed as well as 
possible. 
Lately, the bus excursions 
have probably seemed 
longer. The Spartans, 4-9 
overall, 
dropped
 to 2-5 in the 




ference ( NCIAC ) last week, 
after losses at UC Davis (74-




Still, the easy-going 
brunnette seems to have 




"Naturally,  I 
don't  like 
losing 
anymore













an inside game 
and  an out-
side game, 
and  we have to 
play mainly
 outside. 













center Lori  
Hogen,
 stands 5-
11. Most of 
her opponents are 
6-0 and taller. Reserve 

























So the squad is not blessed 
with towering height, an 
often critical weakness even 
if the 
opposing center is not 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. 
Nor is it 
particularly  ex-
perienced. 
Hogen  is the only 
senior
 on the nine woman 
unit, along with four 
juniors, 
two sophomores,








































and all, leads the
 team in 
scoring (13.5) and reboun-
ding (9.5). Lindh 
(11.3) is 
also scoring in double 
figures, with Trombatore 
(9.1) and 
point guard Linda 














 across the 
way. 
For the moment at least, 





of higher learning 
for their ability to dribble a 
basketball. 
Most of the players on the 
present 




intention  of 
playing
 basketball, but 
the  
routes they 




 who is qualified to 
officiate college 
games and 
thus brings a unique scrutiny 
to the fouls whistled against 
her, originally went to CSU, 
Northridge before tran-
sferring to SJSU last year 
because she liked the area. 
High 
school 
basketball  for 
girls 
was  only officially
 re-
cognized 
as a CIF snort last 
year Lewis pointed out, 
and  
despite  the 
growth
 of the 
sport, 
most girls 
still  have to 
fight 
the  boys for 









 guards, graduated 
from Mission San Jose High 
School in Fremont and had 
the 





































































On the other 
hand, 5-4 
freshman guard Chris 
Gonzales never even played 
organized ball in high 
school,  
because King City didn't 
field a girls 
team.  
"I had
 to work out 
on my 
own," she
 said. "During PE 
I'd ask the 
teacher for the 
keys to the 
gym, go in, and 
practice my 
game." 
Chris points out that the 
sport takes a major share of 
time away from her studies 
as a Political Science major. 
"The best advice I 
received," she laughed, 
"was from Pam when she 
said, 'You either have to love 
this game, or 
be stupid.' I 
asked if I could at least have 





































of playing better on the 
road 
than at home,
 which goes 
against 
all  the rules of team 
sport.
 
"We kind of look
 forward 
to traveling," she explained. 








what record the 
team 
eventually  ends up 
with, 




set  a strange 
mark 
of her own. 
She is the 
first womens 
coach in the
 last decade to 



























52 SOUTH FOURTH ST. 
blk.



































Film Developing Special 
Borderless, silk
-texture prints from Kodachrome 
or Ektachrome 





















WOMAN AND CHILD IN SAN TOMAS 
AREA NEED ride 
to and from SJSU 
9.3:15 







Applications and information 








 magazine. 293. 
1588 19 a.rn.  to p.m.) 









Harry Friday Feb. 6, 7 and 10, 




book of instructions teach you to 
safely and effectively
 use the 
technique to achieve goals of 
memory. concentration, weight loss 
and others. Professionally 








Management Awareness Inc., P0 
Box 1567,  San Jose, CA 
95109. 
The Tower 




 folk rock vocal 
harmonies, flute, and congas Fri. 
nights
 from 9p .m la .m Right
 
around  the corner from 
the
 Brewery 
at 163 W Santa 









 Amer cars 456E
 San 






































hurt New tune tire lube Xtras
 
incl  
5930 rain 5950 shine
 Mitch 295 3919 
-  - - - 
Rossignol  sons 
salamon  444 
binding  
caber
 boots, brand new,
 used twice 
























 new for S56
 For  Sale 
at 
130 
Call  now PM 
4536. after
















































 plub. Call 287 8046 
after  
5 p.m 






 dinette, baby 
goods, etc. 
See at 704 
















 Must sell 
Best offer, 288 
7358,  297.0410  998 
7031. 
16 
Capri  sport coupe. V 



















Vancouver,  Wash. 
98660.
 





















 2505 The 
Alameda. 












solicitors  and foot 
canvassers.  
Contact Brad
 Williams mane CO. 704
 
E Gish 
Rd.  998 1554. 










 hr.  
call for interv iew after
 6,30p.m. 238 
4328 





 for Ant Fashion 
Show. 





 Also need 
drummer.  Ver 
satilify 
helpful.
 Call Marcy 
for 
auditions






 cleaning job. 
Most have
 experience. 
Apt. mgr. . lob 
open 












dinners  Call 990 9585 
Jobs 
opening  soon, new nightclub. 
Pup bartenders, waitresses,
 
doormen pref. Appt. 1481 
Almaden 
Rd. 2-5 p.m. M Sat See Duane
 
Livingston or call 2014)03.
 
Photogenic female 
model. 55.00 per hr.
 
Part time job, no 
exp. For prof 
photon 
entering  national Nikon
 
photo contest. For 
interview
 277 8585 
after 
6 p m 
housing 
ROOM 










 to share 
2 
brim. apt. 
w.3  others, 
$3375 plus 
snare of 
















234  So 
11th 
St. 
-- -   
PRIVATE  









Harry's  Girls, 426 
S.




 WANTED TO 
SHARE 
deluxe  duplex in 
Los Gatos 
Prefer grad
 student or someone 
who 
works



















 Large bdrm w private 
bath yarn, quiet. M F cpl, 09 dm, 
grad, non smoker
 
$92.50, S50 dee 
refundable 






 to share 2 
lx1rm.  BM St apt. 
Cable TV. washer & dryer in apt 
Rent 
negotiable 293 6097 
 
- - -   
Attractive










 see Avail 
immed.









 pets. Quiet, 
clean. Wand G 
paid 











 turn., quiet 
building.




 to share 
1 
bdr. apt.
 close to 
school. $112.50 plus 
free cable TV
-besides. I'm hardly 
ever home. 









after 5 pm. 
- -   
Friday Flicks 
presents  Dirty Harry 
starring








-  - 
REMEMBER  THE SHAMROCK VI 
NEED WRITER 












SHIPS' American Foreign No 
experience required. Excellent pay 
Worldwide  travel Summer job or 
career. Send 
53 for into. 
SEAFAX. 
Dept.
 B 9, Box 2049, Port Angeles, 












 6, 7 and 10, 
Morris Dailey Bud., SO cents. 
VI( OS 








Fernando  206 6275. 
TYPING IBM 60 N I No 023. 267 4355. 
Professional Typist, tree pick up and 
delivery. 241 0619 
Income 
lax -short form (Federal and 
Calif.)  53.50: ThurS. 4 
10,  




sheet  originals 
,.. Serve 























 St. (1 blk 
from 
campus)
 294 0600 or 







 3 cents 






































 items. Order One 
or 
all A special 
gift 










 269 4955 
or 378 
















































4 lines 2.00 2.50 2 75 
5 Imes 2.50 















































































 Ad Here. 
leuum
 















































































































































































































students  are "a 
bunch 
of





 only way she 
was 
going to get involved in 














 worth of 
books, 
according  to Chuck 
Larson,
 bookstore security 
officer. 




through  the 
bookstore cash register line 
last week and paid for three 

















Members  concerned 
She 






























 to get 
funding for 




 is also 
working  with 
the  council 
on






Doesn't like thought 
"I understand 
why  they're 
wearing guns.
 But I don't 
like the 
thought that a 
nervous
 officer can pull a 
gun 
and shoot somebody," 
she 
said. 











limiting  the 
power 
of college presidents 
that 
was  introduced 
in 
Sacramento 
yesterday was a 
direct 
outgrowth  of a budget 
conflict two 
years ago bet-




and  the A.S. Council. 
AB 



























What it would basically 





 is for a school 
president  to permit ex-
penditures of all parts of an 
auxilary program except 
those deemed in violation of 
board of trustee policy. 
This way, Noah 
said,  only 
disputed sections
 will be held 
up while 
others  will be 
permitted funding. 
The bill was pushed by the 










Rico  is vice 
president.
 
The student presidents' 
association development 
of 
this proposed revision grew 
out of a four month battle at 
SJSU beginning
 May 1, 1974. 
At that time the A.S. budget 
for the '74-'75 school year 
failed to include 
$39,000 for 
grants-in-aid  for athletic 
scholarships. 
The total $450,000
 outlay In) 
the students
 was not signed 
by Bunzel because of the 
A.S 
refusal to include





between A.S. officers of that 
year, including Rico,
 and the 
university 
administration,  
the AS. began its court 
battle 
by filing for 
an
 
alternate writ of 
mandate 
ordering Bunzel
 to sign the 
budget on 
May 28 before 
Superior




 against the 
A.S. 
on Aug. 






5.5  per cent 




the  budget on 
Sept. 
5, 1974. 
Both Bunzel and 
Rico were 
unavailable
 for comment on 














































































she  said. 
In defense 
of the pub, 
she 
said she 
likes the idea of 
having such a place on 
campus.  
McGraw 
added  she does 
not think 
the  council is in a 
position to 






 Daily, saying 
that it 
"could
 be a lot more 
constructive  in the way it 
covers  the council 




"Too much emphasis is 






high goals for 
herself. For instance, she 
said she wants to be the first 



















 people think my 
ideas
 are idealistic," but, 
she said, 
they  are not "if you 
put them into 





go on to 
law  school after she 
completes her graduate 
work.  
Dorm




Dodge  resigned 
her post as 
coordinator of 
residence 
hall  programs, it 
was 
learned  yesterday. 
Dodge, who handed in her 






 to devote 
more 
time
 to "training pro-
grams, workshops, and 
activities"
 that she is 
currently  involved in. 
She said her resignation is 




since  February, 1974. 
The coordinator of 
residence halls programs 
oversees the residence hall 
staff
 in-service training 
programs,
 acts as head of 
the programs
 office and is an 
adviser to 
the  Residence 

























school and satellite 
clinics, 
says a staff





The report was submitted 
Mond* to the commission 
















 plan was 
unveiled 
yesterday
 with a 
prediction 
that 
it would face 
strong 
opposition  from 
developers.  
"It  is not going























They will be 








KNTV,  Channel 




hit every dean," 
said Sam 
Ewing, creative 
director  at 
KNTV in 
charge  of filming 








 Business is the
 








































Service  on 
Black and 
White  Developing 
and  Printing, 
Kodachrorne





















that," Halveson min. "I sub-
mitted some thougnts for a 
script but the staff at 





with some general in-
formation about the 
university, followed by some 
specific information about 
the department
 or school 
being represented. 
Bob Hosfeldt, general 
manager
 of KNTV, said the 
station
 plans to film one 
announcement per month. 
Ewing said SJSU is not 
paying for the spots because 























































 how many 

























 said in 
questionaires are to 
be sent 













colleges  and 
universities.
 
The questionaires will seek
 
to 
determine the extent 
of 
the 






























































































HYATT  HOUSE, 
PALO ALTO 
SATURDAY,  















































 to the Student
 
Union)
 
(serving
 
the 
Pub 
too!) 
